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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

Introduction
The current federal and state political structure is
increasingly emphasizing the need for our educational system
to better prepare our young people for a vocation.

The

Secretary of Labor created the Secretary's Commission on
Achieving Necessary Skills to examine how the world of work
has changed and what implications these changes have upon
our educational system (SCANS, 1991 ).

Three conclusions

were drawn based upon the research of the group:

1)
2)
3)

High School students have a
and skills to learn.
All companies must hold the
regardless of the size of the
Schools must also have high

new set of competencies
same high standards,
company.
standards.

One current program is the transition plan required by
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2

special education regulations.

Special Education requires

transitional plans for all special needs students age 16 and
over.

These plans identify goals and objectives related to

productive post-secondary outcomes.
include actual work experience.

The plans sometimes

Basic education is

encouraging schools to build similar school-to-work systems
(United States Department of Education, 1993).

A basic

education program similar to special education's transition
plan is cooperative education, in which businesses work in
partnership with schools to educate young people.

Districts

across the country are developing educational programs to
solve the problems addressed in the SCANS report.

Problem
The problem with current educational practices is
that employers want employees who have different skills
than recent high school graduates.
hand,

Businesses, on the other

do not provide schools with competencies needed for

successful job performance; therefore, school personnel may
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need to contact businesses for competency lists.

Schools

teach much of the same curriculum as they have in the past,
focusing on the academic needs of students who are college
bound.

Thus, most high school programs focus on the

academic skills needed for success in college rather than
practical skills with vocational relevance.

Purpose
The applied science curriculum will serve four
purposes:
1)

Create a better match between the needs of local
businesses and the skills of new employees .

2)

Provide a science curriculum for students with
mildly disabilities who generally do not have
access to upper division science courses, but
receive school-to-work transition services.

3)

Provide vocational exploration and experience to
students without disabilities whose vocational
exposure is generally limited to a classroom
setting, but who receive significant instruction in
science courses.
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4)

Respond to the growing concerns of businesses who
feel students are inadequately prepared for work.

Limitations
Bellingham High School is responding to the problem of
students who lack work preparation by creating a single
science course entitled Applied Science.

Emphasis will be on

identifying local science related occupations and teaching the
competencies required to perform these vocations
proficiently at least at an entry level.

Students will be

enrolled in Applied Science based upon their interest in
scientific areas rather than their academic achievement.
Students with mild disabilities will be encouraged to
participate in Applied Science and learn about science related
careers and the skills needed to perform them .
Applied Science will also provide the students without
disabilities with first hand exposure to a variety of careers,
compensating for the lack of vocational training for this
group of students.

The class will address several careers
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directly, but not be limited to these careers as students will
spend the second nine weeks of the semester delving into a
career of choice (which may or may not have been highlighted
in the first nine weeks) in preparation for actual vocational
experience during the second semester.

An integration of

science and vocational curricula will benefit both the
students with mild disabilities and students without
disabilities while increasing the relevance of both areas of
study to both student populations.

Definition

of Terms

Transition, according to Washington Administrative
Code (WAC) 392-171-321, refers to a coordinated set of
activities for each student receiving special education
intervention, designed within an outcome-oriented process,
which promote movement from school to post-school
activities.

Each plan includes a coordinated set of activities

in a sequence.

The outcome-oriented process reflects the
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uniqueness of each student's needs which lead directly to his
post-school outcome (Billings, Pearson, & Gill, 1992).
Targeted special education students will include

students with mild disabilities including

students

classified under WAC 392-171-401 as Health

Impaired,

WAC 392-171-406 as Specific Learning Disabled, and
WAC 392-171-386 as Seriously Behaviorally Disordered.
Students

without disabilities will describe any student not

receiving special education services.

Health impaired students will include students who
have "chronic or acute health problems ... which adversely
affect their educational performance" (WAC 392-171-401 ).
The Bellingham School District includes students with
Attention Deficit Disorder and Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder in this category when accompanied
with physician diagnosis .

Specific Learning

Disabled students will include

students with "a disorder in one or more of the basic
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psychological processes involved in understanding or using
spoken or written language" (WAC 392-171-406) .
A Severely Behaviorally Disordered student will be
identified as one who has either the "inability to learn which
cannot be explained by intellectual, sensory, or health
factors" or "an inability to build or maintain satisfactory
interpersonal relationships with peers and teachers" or
displays "inappropriate types of behavior or feelings under
normal circumstances" or possesses "a general pervasive
mood of unhappiness or depression" or has "a tendency to
develop physical symptoms or fears associated with personal
or school problems" (WAC 392-171-386).
Cooperative

Education refers to a method of

vocational education in which instruction is provided
partially on a work site and in conjuction with vocational and
academic courses within the school setting.
provides a supervisor for job sites.

The school

This supervisor evaluates

the student's progression through his individual goals and
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objectives plus becomes the liaison between the school and
community (Billings, 1994).
"Learning a Living:

A Blueprint for High

Performance" (A SCANS report for America 2000), referred
to frequently, identifies five competencies and three
foundations necessary for solid job performance.

These skills

will be taught in conjunction with identified science
competencies.
The Department of Labor and Industries (1992) defines
Vocational

Exploration as five hours of job experience.

Vocational

Experience is defined as one hundred twenty

hours of job experience.

Students will participate in

Vocational Exploration during the first semester prior to
selecting the area for Vocational Experience in the second
semester.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction
The focus in American education is shifting from a
traditional academic track to an emphasis on vocational
education.

While the former model was geared towards the

25% of American high school students bound for colleges and
universities, the latter focuses on the 75% of high school
students who leave our educational system bound for the
workplace (School-to-Work Transition, 1993).
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 1990
(IDEA) mandated transitional services for students with
disabilities so that these students would have a
comprehensive plan for their post-high school years.

Basic

education instructors can look at the special education
training programs throughout the states (prompted by I DEA) as
a possible framework for school-to-work programs for nondisabled students.

The Federal School-to-Work Opportunities
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Act of 1993, and the State of Washington House Bill 1209 Education Reform Act, confirm the Administration's
commitment to young people's future.

Its goal is to bring

employers, educators, and others together to create a
cohesive school-to-work training program which prepares all
high school students for careers in high paying jobs (United
States Department of Education, 1993).
Educators must critically evaluate current practices and
the rationale behind them.

It is evident that a mismatch

exists between the business expectations for new employees
and the skills current students possess when upon graduation
(Bishop, 1992; Commission on Skills of the American
Workforce, 1990; Kazis, 1993; United States Department of
Labor, 1992) .
Apprenticeships, internships, work experience programs
and career explorations are currently emphasized in transition
programs throughout the world (Bishop, 1992; Commission on
Skills of the American Workforce, 1990; Kazis, 1993; United
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States Department of Labor, 1992).

Schools should examine

the academic, social, and work skills which are the result of
these programs.

Benefits to communities and individual

employers should also be examined .
When schools begin creating programs, they must
research the attitudes and needs of their school and
community, as well as theories and options driving various
school to work programs (United States Department of
Education, 1990). Challenges, such as hour and pay
restrictions, will become evident and need to be addressed as
will labor law restrictions.

The components of the program--

participants, curriculum, methodology, assessment and
funding,--will vary depending upon the community and student
population; therefore, each district will have the opportunity
to tailor a program to best suit its demographic needs.
However, recommendations from successful models can assist
districts through this process.
School-to-work programs in the past have included
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internships and apprenticeships.

Internship programs

encourage students to learn by taking on a role as a
participant in the business (Stanton, 1984) and involved
students in setting their own goals, evaluating their own work
performances, and hopefully integrating what they learn
within the classroom to what they are doing on the job .
Students have the opportunity to develop proficiency on the
job and give and receive employer feedback.

An advantage to

internship programs is that it creates a link between the
school and the community (Pataniczek and Johansen, 1986) .
Apprenticeships are similar in that the student
performs "real work" while the teacher demonstrates and
coaches (Hamilton & Hamilton, 1992).

This differs from the

traditional educational model in which the teacher simply
tells the student how to perform a task.

Apprentices are

actual employees, hired, paid, supervised, and possibly fired,
according to company policy (Hamilton & Hamilton, 1992).
Most apprenticeships lead to academic diplomas and
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certification and may require up to four years of training (two
years of high school, two years of college).

Students

complete the program when they have become proficient in a
set list of competencies (Hamilton & Hamilton, 1992).
Transition programs for students with disabilities must
include the development of written training plans, including
competencies to be acquired, methods of instruction to be
used, and school supervision.

On the job education, similar to

internships and apprenticeships, has been an effective method
of teaching students various skills and competencies
necessary for success in the work place .
The United States Department of Labor and Industries
(1992) has identified three levels of vocational experiences
for students:

1) Vocational exploration (which includes five

hours of work experience in which the student watches work
performed, talks with workers on the job and performs simple
job tasks), 2) vocational assessment (comprised of 90 hours
of individual training with specific objectives in the context
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of the work environment closely supervised by school district
personnel to determine whether the student has the
capabilities to perform the tasks on the job), and 3)
vocational training (the most intensive in that the student
actually develops work behaviors and skills needed to perform
paid employment through on the job training and a variety of
awareness activities).

While all of these programs sound

alike, they each have unique purposes depending upon the
student's needs and the goals and objectives stated on his/her
individual education plan.
Some vocational training situations consist of an actual
employment relationship, while others do not.

According to

the Department of Labor and Industries (1992), if an
employment relationship exists, the student must be paid.

An

employment relationship implies that the student is actually
providing services that immediately benefit the employer
(Inge, Simon, Halloran, & Moon, 1993).

A non-employment

relationship would assume that the student is not benefiting
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the employer at the present time.
Vocational programs tend to be "hands on" and "minds
on."

Traditionally, students with disabilites have thrived in

these programs (Beck, Copa, & Pease, 1991 ).
education is becoming another option.

Now, cooperative

Cooperative education

combines classroom instruction with work experience and on
the job training (Petterson, 1992).
Cooperative programs generally include short term work
placements which are begun by individual schools and
supervised by their vocational education departments.

The

employer provides a part time job resulting in a concentrated
vocational experience.

The cooperative education coordinator

arranges these jobs, writes training plans, and visits the
work site periodically (Kazis, 1993).

High quality cooperative

education programs include training plan agreements signed
by employers, students, school district employees and
parents.

Schools carefully screen applicants and employers in

addition to closely supervising students to ensure that adhere
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to training agreements (Petterson, 1992).

A model program

with these components, "Quality Connection," also includes
emphasis on active student involvement, team work, problem
solving, goal setting, and decision-making (Byrne, Constant, &
Moore, 1992) thus adhering to Kazis' (1993) recommendations
plus the skills stressed in the SCANS (1991) report.

Current United States System
Programs utilizing internships, apprenticeships, and
vocational experiences enhance learning situations for
students.

Magaziner and Clinton (1992) feel that the United

States' educational system is too fragmented.

There is no link

between secondary schools and post-secondary environments.
In fact, according to O'Neil (1992), America has the worst
school-to-work transition of any of the world's developed
countries.

Generally speaking, schools in the United States

focus more heavily upon those students preparing for college
even though only about twenty percent of America's youth
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complete a four year college degree (Harris Educational
Center, 1991 ).

This college-oriented approach to education

requires students to "ingest" facts and ideas in school and
then "regurgitate" this store of knowledge back to the teacher
in the form of tests; while we can continue to have academic
learning occur within the classroom, we may be able to better
test students' knowledge through non-school experiences .
(Moore, 1984).

Likewise, Farrell (1992) encourages educators

to use a philosophy that encourages students to look for more
than one right answer, creating situations parallel to the
work place.
Less than four percent of American high school students
participate in cooperative education programs (eight percent
of juniors and seniors), which adds up to only 450,000
annually (Kazis, 1993).

Only three percent of community

college students participate in programs involving on-the-job
training (Commission on Skills of the American Workforce,
1990).

This lack of work experience concerns parents and
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employers who feel this deficiency must be addressed (Harris
Educational Center, 1991).

Schools, in partnership with the

parents and community, must improve young people's
understanding of the labor market and of potential careers,
but this still is no substitute for actual access to the labor
market and real work experiences (Kazis, 1993) .
This lack of job experience impugns the relevance of
today's educational system which is manifested by a drop out
rate of 20 percent (50 percent in the inner city) (Magaziner &
Clinton, 1990).

Unfortunately these dropouts will soon

discover the presence of a substantial gap between their
earnings and their peers who have had college experience .
Many schools have addressed these problems.
The current transitional system in the United States
offers little guidance and leaves students' post-secondary
fate to chance.

For some young people, it takes ten years to

figure out what to do after high school; some of them,
typically the economically disadvantaged ones, never do
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(Byrne et al., 1992).

Part of transition programs' dysfunction

stems from the fact that academic and vocational education
programs are kept completely separate.

It is almost as if high

schools are trying to hide the occupational focus in academic
courses (Grubb, Davis, Lum, Plihal, & Morgaine, 1991 ).
According to Beck and others (1991 ), it's like having an egg
with two yolks.

We need to combine the programs so that

vocational classes are not the "dumping ground" for the poor
academic, disruptive, or frequently absent students as it has
been in the past (Douglas, 1992).
Students who need transitional services the most are
the non-college bound, who face higher unemployment (O'Neil,
1992).

The problem exists because, for students heading

directly to the workforce, high school programs stress neither
academics nor vocational training; therefore, these young
people aren't ready for work or continued study (O'Neil, 1992).
According to the U.S. Department of Labor (1991) and
Packer (1992), more than half of our young people leave school
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without the knowledge or foundation required to find and hold
a good job.

This exemplifies the need for the academic and

vocational disciplines to cooperate.

Cooperation between the

two disciplines will help prove school's relevance to this atrisk population.

Students need to see that efforts to achieve

in school will directly correlate with rewards in the work
place (Kazis, 1993). To do this, changes must be made in the
way schools are run.
Currently in the United States, 50% of high school
juniors and seniors have part-time jobs.

Very few of them,

however, resemble their future careers (O'Neil, 1992).
Students feel that there is no relationship between work and
school and there are also no clear standards of achievement.
Employers rarely look at transcripts, and students know that,
and therefore have little motivation to work hard in school
(Magaziner & Clinton, 1992).

In fact, when the Harris

Educational Research Center (1991) asked high school
graduates to what extent they felt high school prepared them
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for the work force, fifty-four percent said they felt they
could have been better prepared .
In many high schools today, career counseling has
virtually disappeared (Grubb et al., 1991 ).

Vocational

education classes have dropping enrollments, and the
emphasis on increased academic requirements is rising.

While

this may be popular in theory, it is not increasing the postsecondary success rates for high school graduates.
Academic complaints employers had regarding the
current system focused on math.

In 1984, Bishop found that

ninety-three percent of seventeen year olds could not apply
math skills and according to O'Neil (1992) only twenty-five
percent

can do arithmetic both of which Stemmes, Brown, and

Smith (1992) reported as important academic skills.
Employers in this

same study requested that the students be

exposed to more computer and calculator technology in their
math and science classes.
In a Harris poll, only one-third of employers felt high
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school graduates have the ability to read and understand
written and verbal directions (O'Neil, 1992)

The ability to

read and understand written material was highlighted by
Stemmes, et al. (1992) as an important skill.

Employers in

this study stated a preference that students used business
relevant language during their classroom writing assignments.
A definite mismatch exists between writing skills taught in
schools as opposed to the writing needed at work.

(Packer,

1992) .

Comparisons to Asian and European Transition
The U.S. educational system can look to European and
Asian educational programs, the transitional services they
provide, and the effectiveness of these models as an
indication of what may work in the United States.

The United

States has the highest percentage of youth unemployment
among developed countries.

Part of the reason for this could

be that employment options for high school students do not
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relate to school (i.e. the fast food market).

In fact, schools

and employers actually compete for students in some cases
(Hamilton & Hamilton, 1992).
Our students' transition from high school to postsecondary work or education is left largely undefined, while
German businesses provide formal three year apprenticeships
for two-thirds of the high school students; Korean employers
actually recruit from the schools; and Japanese schools and
employers have on-going relationships to ensure student
competence (Commission on Skills of the American Workforce,
1990; U.S. Department of Labor, 1992;
& Hamilton, 1992).

O'Neil, 1992; Hamilton

According to the Commission on Skills of

the American Workforce (1990), Japanese employers make
hiring decisions for almost all students.

Japanese high school

students almost exclusively get jobs through the educational
school-to-work system.

(O'Neil, 1992; Commission on Skills

of the American Workforce, 1990).
In Germany, the workplace is the learning environment.
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Students take courses in school which directly relate to their
individual work environment (Hamilton & Hamilton, 1992).

In

seventh grade students from Germany, Denmark, and Sweden
begin learning about occupations from local employers and
labor market representatives who visit the schools.

Danish

and Swedish children are required to make field trips to work
places as well as to complete ten weeks of summer
employment by age sixteen.
American Workforce, 1990).

(Commission on Skills of the
By age fifteen or sixteen, most

European students have completed a basic program and then
enter a two to four year proficiency program.

Germany

provides over 400 different apprenticeship programs in which
students receive training four days per week (Commission on
Skills of the American Workforce, 1990; Kazis, 1993).

In

fact, 85% of non-college bound students enroll in one of these
apprenticeships (Kazis, 1993) .
Because of programs such as these, European and Asian
youth enter the labor market at age 20-21 with the set of job
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skills they will need (Byrne et al., 1992).

The United States

has very few of these institutional bridges; rather our young
people typically work during their school years with no formal
link between school and work environments (Commission on
Skills of the American Workforce, 1990).

Our apprenticeship

programs reach less than three percent of our labor force with
an average age of 29.

Apprenticeships are appropriate for

everyone according to Hamilton and Hamilton (1992).

Most

generally, however, these programs only target the
traditionally underserved groups--adult learners, women,
handicapped individuals, and minorities (Stanton, 1984) .
The United States needs to develop high quality school
to work education programs to prepare students for a work
force which can compete with those of other nations.

As a

result of this focus, vocational and academic education are
coming together (O'Neil, 1992).

Professionals in both areas

realize they are working on comparable skill levels; in fact, in
some cases vocational labs require more technical skills than
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the academic labs do (Clapsaddle & Thomas, 1991 ).

System Needs
Ultimately, we need to eliminate high schools where
students simply "hang out" and earn useless credits.
Educators need to improve their teaching styles to reach all
students, possibly through student directed activities, in an
effort to help clarify the relationship between academics and
post high school goals (Grubb et al., 1991 ).

Students need to

form multi-year plans so that they do not float between low
paying jobs throughout their twenties, as is so often the case
now (Magaziner & Clinton, 1992).

Secretary's Commission on Achieving

Necessary Skills

The Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary
Skills (SCANS) was set up to research needs of American
businesses.

The SCANS report clearly points out the

inadequacy of our current educational system's ability to
prepare students for work, while also suggesting the
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vocational competencies that will adequately prepare the
students for future employment (SCANS, 1991 ).
The Secretary's Commission for Achieving Necessary
Skills (1991) identified five competencies needed for solid
job performance.

Students need the ability to use resources,

interpersonal skills, information, systems, and technology .
The SCANS also identified a three part foundation of skills
students need including basic academic skills, thinking skills,
and personal qualities.
Researching and using library skills are equally
important to employers (Stem mes et al. 1992).

Students must

then be able to use scientific knowledge to complete jobs
(application of knowledge) plus use scientific method to solve
problems.

The technology competency parallels Stemmes'

(1992) finding that students must be able to choose
appropriate equipment on the job.
Resources include the students' ability to use time,
money, materials, space, and human resources effectively.
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The interpersonal skill competency requires a student to have
the ability to work on teams, teach others, and serve
customers.

Within the work setting students may have to

work with others in the position of leader or follower; they
need to negotiate, and have the ability to work with a variety
of people from a variety of cultures.

If a student can acquire

and evaluate data, organize and maintain files, interpret,
communicate, and use computer to process information,
he/she has the information competency covered.

The systems

component requires that students understand social,
organizational, and technological systems; monitor and
correct performance; and design or improve on current
systems.

Students also must be able to select equipment and

tools to apply to specific tasks as well as maintaining and
trouble shooting technology to show competency in
technological skills .
The foundations components include basic skills,
thinking skills, and personal qualities.

The basic skills are
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reading, writing, arithmetic, mathematics, speaking and
listening.

While schools grade essays, for example, on

handwriting, spelling, and punctuation, businesses do not.
Rather, employers expect this competency from their
employees (U.S. Department of Labor, 1992). The types of
writing most commonly needed in business include reports,
brochures, letters/memos, proposals, surveys,
advertisements, instructions, messages, logs, and evaluations
(U.S. Department of Labor, 1992; Packer, 1992).

In addition,

these writings need to address different audiences-supervisors, clients, co-workers, subordinates, or the general
public.

The writings need to address people with different

needs and motivations as well.
Teachers of writing need to encourage students to write
to different audiences for different reasons.

People write to

inform, to persuade, to clarify, to explain, to request, to tell
how to do something, to recommend, or to sell something
(Department of Labor, 1992; Packer, 1992).

Students must
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also be able to write effectively in the face of varying work
conditions such as deadlines and distractions.

Through

vocational training, these skills would become more relevant,
and hopefully, students would learn and retain more
efficiently .
One of the current trends in education that facilitates
the writing competency is writing across the curriculum
(Farrell, 1992).

When schools use this premise, students may

be expected to read relevant reports, gather information in a
variety of ways, and then communicate work to their peers in
both written and verbal format regardless of the academic
subject area.

The students work independently to obtain and

summarize the information prior to presenting the
information.

The students also work on listening skills as

they listen to their classmates' oral presentations.

Farrell

(1992) then encourages students to discuss their findings,
make a decision, and then if possible, test their design .
Thinking skills require that the employee be able to
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think creatively, make decisions, reason effectively,
solve problems that may not yet be seen.

and

An equally

important skill is the student's knowledge of how he learns.
Personal qualities, the final foundation skill, may be the most
difficult for schools to teach because of the emphasis on
individual responsibility, self-esteem, sociability, selfmanagement and integrity which are considered to be lacking
from our society in general.
Some major differences exist between today's schools
and what schools would look like if the SCANS report were
implemented.

For example, instructors would generally look

for more than one right answer, mainly because a great deal of
the learning would take place outside the school.

Students

would plan learning activities with the teacher and work not
only with the teacher, but also with peers and community
members as well.

Students would learn the required skills

such as problem solving, listening, and speaking as well as the
rest of the "work know-how" foundations and competencies
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(U.S. Department of Labor, 1992).

However, this trend is not

yet occurring to a great extent in the nation's high schools and
communities .
In terms of the employer's role in SCANS, the report
suggest that the foundations and competencies be
incorporated into businesses' training programs and taught to
current employees as well.

In addition, if businesses require

the SCANS skills from new employees, schools will be forced
to teach them (U.S. Department of Labor, 1992). The SCANS
report offers a suggestion for school implementation.

First,

they suggest that work place know-how be taught beginning in
kindergarten and throughout elementary school.

Then by age

sixteen, students will be proficient in the skills, and
graduates will have the skills mastered.

The U.S. Department

of Labor ( 1992) goes so far as to suggest that all federally
funded programs be required to teach work-place "know how"
and develop tests to measure proficiency and mastery.
Because schools are not teaching to the SCANS report,
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the outlook for employment of our high school students is
bleak.

Bishop (1992) reports that 28% of our white non-

college bound graduates have no job four months after
graduation, while 54% of black graduates do not.

This

situation may be the result of the fact that businesses do not
want to hire people right out of high school.

They prefer 24-

25 year olds (O'Neil, 1992; Byrne et al., 1992).

This delay

eliminates the need for communication between employers
and schools; consequently, employers don't need to articulate
the skills they require of entry level employees to the school
districts because they are not hiring recent graduates (Kazis,
1993).

As employers blame schools for the low academic and

work preparation skills of their graduates, they must also
accept some blame for not communicating their needs to
teachers, counselors, and administrators.

In addition,

employers could provide more "in-house" training for the
young people they hire.
Due to these problems with our current system, new
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programs are being developed based upon principles of high
standards, keeping young people in school, linking school and
work, and helping students achieve employment and careers
(Billings, 1994).

These new programs include the integration

of academic and vocational classes, work based learning
experiences, and the integration of secondary and postsecondary opportunities (Kazis, 1993).

This addresses the

concern that high school students cannot obtain employment
due to lack of work experience (Bishop, 1992).
Quality school to work programs should focus on
addressing local needs and responding to changes in local
economies and labor markets (Blankenstein, 1992) while
teaching students appropriate social, vocational, and workrelated skills (Inge et al., 1993).

By doing this, students will

"learn by doing" which has proven to be popular among both
educators and society in general (Stanton, 1984).

Ultimately,

students will be able to relate their academic studies to
problems they experience on the job because academics and
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work experience will parallel one another; thereby reducing
the gap between learning and career development (Stanton,
1984) .

Cooperative

Education

Quality vocational training offers students a sense of
purpose as well as a smooth transition from youth to
adulthood (Hamilton & Hamilton, 1992).

One of the most

successful means of implementing school-to-work program,
according to the Commission on Skills of the American
Workforce (1990), is through cooperative education programs.
Outcomes of these internships included increased selfesteem, personal growth, new interpersonal challenges, new
intellectual challenges, skill acquisition, work exposure, and
community service (Stanton, 1984).

Critical thinking,

problem solving, communication, and learning-to-learn skills
were also identified outcomes (Stanton, 1984).

Pataniczek

and Johansen (1986), added direct experience, abstract theory
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application, career exploration, career preparation, selfevaluation, active participation in learning, professionalism,
accountability, and learning from mistakes as additional
positive outcomes of cooperative education.
One of the keys to successful cooperative learning
programs is that the student plays an active part in his
learning, and work becomes a part of his organized
educational program which, in turn, is driven by the student's
personal needs (Inge et al., 1993).

More specifically, goals are

set by the student, not the instructor, so at the end of the
experience the student can evaluate his successes to
formulate future goals

(Pataniczek & Johansen, 1986).

If

cooperative education is part of the school curriculum,
students will earn credit and receive grades based not only on
classroom instruction, but also on employer evaluations
(Commission on Skills of the American Workforce, 1990).
Schools implementing cooperative education programs
must first screen students and establish eligibility
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requirements to help ensure both student and program
success.

The curriculum must include defined goals and

competencies in a prescribed sequence with methods for
assessment clearly in place (Hamilton & Hamilton, 1992).
Training plans with specific, ambitious learning objectives,
along with close supervision and screening of applicants and
employers have been identified by the Commission on Skills of
the American Workforce (1990) as essential elements for high
quality cooperative education programs.

All of these areas

are already addressed in the special education transition plan;
therefore, the design of cooperative education programs may
mirror transition plans of disabled students.
Special Education transition programs include six
components to ensure student success after high school:

1)

assess the needs of the special education student (this is
typically done through a functional

vocational assessment

which takes the student's interests, aptitudes, and current job
availability into account),

2) offer recommendations for the
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student, 3) assess the student's present level of performance .
4) set goals, 5) write objectives to help the student reach the
goal, 6) put the plan into place and provide ongoing
assessment so that student progress and growth can be
recorded.

Most, if not all, of these areas should be addressed

when building a program for a non-disabled student involved
in a quality cooperative education system.
A great deal of discussion has occurred as to how
cooperative education programs should be delivered to
students, resulting in a variety of options.

Some teachers,

according to Farrell (1992), have spent summers in
internships working in a variety of settings for several
weeks.

This adds variety to each teacher's vocational

experiences.

Grubb et al. (1991) recommend grouping careers

into occupational clusters including the following:
communication transportation cluster,

1)

2) construction/

building trades cluster, 3) service cluster (cosmetology,
health care, distributive education, horticulture, food
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service), and 4) technical cluster.
Students experience these clusters both within the
classroom and through extra curricular events.

Employers not

only visits the schools, but students attend tours of firms,
visit various colleges, and eventually do work experience,
mentorships, or summer internships.

It is recommended that

each student has experience in each cluster before beginning
to specialize in the area of his choice.

Then during their

junior and senior years, students have "majors" upon which
they focus.

Benefits
Cooperative learning experiences do more than enhance
the experiences of students.

High quality cooperative

education programs benefit employers and educators as well.
Employers will be provided with a good source of future
employees and save on recruitment costs

(Commission on

Skills of the American Workforce, 1990) while faculties at
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participating high schools become facilitators of learning and
have the opportunity to work with a variety of people.

This

allows far more visibility and more responsibility for
teachers

because they become a liaison between the school

and the community (Pataniczek & Johansen, 1986).

These

teachers may even be able to enhance their own career goals
by having access to technology and information which could be
useful in research .
From the students' perspective, cooperative education
programs better serve economically disadvantaged students,
low achieving students, and students with disabilities than
traditional classroom settings (Blankstein, 1992).
Specifically, IDEA ensures that students with disabilities
have access to employment and training opportunities
(Halloran & Johnson, 1992).

They also found that the students

enrolled in cooperative education programs, regardless of
disability, academic achievement, or economic status, were
less likely to drop out of high school and substantially more
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likely to be employed after high school than students who did
not.
Typically, cooperative education programs target the
students who are not planning to attend four year universities.
The expectations need not be less for these students, rather
cooperative education programs allow students to focus on
the 80% of the current jobs which demand high levels of
specialized knowledge and skills, but don't require four year
degrees (Byrne et al., 1992). New programs should focus on a
comprehensive core education curriculum with on-the-job
learning opportunities linking academics and career
competencies.

Learning should be performance driven and the

evaluation, outcome-based (Byrne et al., 1992).
Benefits of cooperative education programs range from
acquisition of specific academic knowledge to general skills
needed for any vocation.

Ultimately, the students will learn

employability skills (Commission on Skills of the American
Workforce, 1990) and gain technical knowledge. They will also
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be better able to identify their own strengths and weaknesses.
The best news is that practical experience gained through
cooperative education increased academic learning and
retention (Moore, 1984) .

Skill

Acquisition
Many students have more to learn than academics in

order to be successful after high school.

Academic

achievement goes unrewarded in most settings.

In fact, young

men gifted in science, English, and math received lower wages
than their less capable peers; women showed no significant
difference based upon academics (Bishop, 1992).

His study

actually showed that academic achievement did not increase
wages, but it did in fact increase productivity.

Strangely

enough, not even wages increased productivity.
Activities in cooperative education settings lead to two
basic forms of learning:

personal growth and retention of

academic/practical skills (Moore, 1984).

Personal growth
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occurs because students engage in interactions with many
people, consequently improving their self esteem (Moore,
1984).

Students are provided with additional adult role

models who actually perform the task the students may want
to pursue as adults (Hamilton & Hamilton, 1992).
Responsibility is a key outcome of internships--an
intern

performs a task that demands responsible behavior.

Co-

workers actually count on these students for something
meaningful, more so than in a classroom where students need
only to be punctual and obedient.

Skills such as responsibility

and problem solving are critical
Most employers encourage em pha 1s on networking,
collaboration, people skills, and cooperation over competition
(Farrell, 1992).

Nine teamwork skills were identified by

Stemmes et al. (1992).

They required that students be able to

actively participate in a group by knowing the group rules and
values, listening to others, and expressing their own ideas.
Along with this, students must learn to be sensitive to other
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group members' ideas and be willing to compromise to achieve
a goal.

Students must have the ability to be both the leader or

the follower, depending upon the group's needs.

Because work

environments and situations change, young people need to be
able to adapt to changing settings and work with individuals

who have diverse backgrounds.
Employers, when asked about cooperative learning
arrangements, requested student knowledge of human resource
policies and practices; student ability to plan and support; and
student employment viability in the future (Hamilton &
Hamilton, 1992).
A critical skill learned in internships is problem solving
(Farrell, 1992).

On the job, students are encouraged to take

risks which encourage competence and confidence (Pataniczek
& Johansen, 1986; Farrell, 1992).

A student worker

approaches each new problem with applicable knowledge .
After working in a situation for a period of time, either
hunches, principles, or a set of guidelines will shape the
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student's problem solving strategy (Moore, 1984).

If schools

prepare students for these internships, students will see the
relevance of school to work and as a result, will be far more
motivated to achieve in school.
More generally, however, students involved in
cooperative education programs will learn employability
skills to be used after high school and after college (Stemmes
et al.,1992).

According to Hamilton and Hamilton (1992),

students will need to know the new "workplace basics," which
include problem solving, team work, communication, and
learning to learn skills.

These are difficult to teach within

the classroom because they have no relevance.

Many teachers

have chosen to use more cooperative learning within the
classroom to encourage team work.

Program

Options

Regardless of how these programs operate, they should
be expanded to reach more of our young people. The six
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components included in the special education transition
strategy discussed earlier may need to be copied across the
entire school population, addressing the non-disabled
students' need for vocational education.

A cooperative

education program involving vocational and science curricula
will increase science delivery to disabled students.
Internships are available and vary in kind and duration.

Some

students experiences in internships are more limited, while
some interns occupy a full position in a work environment
(Moore, 1984).

This wide range inherent in a quality

cooperative education program (i.e. internships) will meet the
needs of the disabled student as well as the student who is
highly capable.
Many schools have devised methods of incorporating
cooperative education in their districts.

Waltner (1992)

describes a program requiring interns to have a 3.0 grade
point average.

An interview and an evaluation are held every

three weeks to determine the students' success.

Students are
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required to keep a journal of these meetings as part of their
learning process.

At the end of the experience students send

thank you notes to their mentors.
Another model project was run in Fort Worth, Texas, at
South West High School.

Science students had a class project

in which they had to make decisions about how the school
grounds were best taken care of.

Students addressed the

issue of how to best fertilize the school grounds
appropriately.

In doing this project, students were forced to

utilize many of the SCANS competencies including budgeting
and scheduling (SCANS-Allocating resources), working with
classmates (SCANS-Interpersonal Skills), organizing and
evaluating data (SCANS-Handling information), evaluating
alternative technical solutions (SCANS-Technology), and
understanding the system (SCANS-Systems) (Packer, 1992).
Internship options may be more general than either of
these programs.

Different decisions must be made, for

example, as to whether interns are to be compensated
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monetarily for their experience.

Other decisions must be

made concerning whether the intern is part-time or full-time
and the duration of the internship which may vary from
several days to full year positions.

Some students may rotate

through several jobs and postpone their specialized training.
(Hamilton & Hamilton, 1992).

One thing that rarely varies,

though, is that students receive academic credit for their
work experience training (Pataniczek & Johansen, 1986) .
Indianapolis Public Schools have listed four high quality
goals for their high school students involved in cooperative
education:
literacy, 2)

1)

Improve student science and technology

Show applications of academics,

need for problem solving skills, and 4)

3)

Demonstrate

Help students make

informed career and school choices (U.S.

General Accounting

Office, 1991) .
Waltner (1992) adds a more regimented program for the
mentorships program he studied.

The job is identified and the

student is placed as in the previous program, but a meeting is
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held prior to the actual experience.

The student, parent,

school coordinator, as well as a mentor from the business
attend the meeting at the mentor location.

Students, parents,

and educators go on tour, watch a video, meet the CEO, have
refreshments, and the student receives a badge/photo as an
orientation to the program.
"establishing."

Moore (1984) calls this process

While most students get some general

information about the nature of the job, the skills and
knowledge required, in many cases these meetings also
include extensive discussion regarding the theoretical or
conceptual foundations of the work.
According to

Waltner (1992) during the vocational

training time, the student is evaluated through a minimum of
seven, and a maximum of eleven visits from the school's
coordinator.

In the final visit, the student addresses what he

has learned from the program by speaking to students,
parents, business people, and school personnel involved in the
program.

The mentor presents his impressions of the positive
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and negative aspects of the program in a report to the
classroom teacher.

This final meeting is the means by which

the student's program and his performance is evaluated.

Employer

Expectations

O'Neil (1992) found that current employers are expecting
graduates to think on their feet, solve problems that require
several steps, use complex tools, see how what they do
effects the bigger picture, and apply knowledge and skills in
context.

Employers want employees who can think through

unfamiliar problems.

Likewise, employers need to

communicate their needs to schools.

Magaziner and Clinton

(1992) recommend that these Educational Performance
Standards (such as on the SCANS report) be met by age
sixteen, so then the student can choose to enter the work
force, receive a technical or professional certificate, or
attend a post-secondary education system.

Stemm es et al.,

(1992) added ten personal management skills that employers
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require.

While these skills may seem to be common sense,

they are important nonetheless .
Three of the basic expectations include daily school
attendance, being on time, and

meeting deadlines.

In addition,

employers would like students to know their personal
strengths and weaknesses and develop career plans based upon
them.

Emphasis is placed upon self-control, and resulting in

workers who don't need direct supervision.

Students must be

able to follow oral and written directions and pay attention to
details when following directions.

Employers also are

interested in student input through identification and
suggestions of new ways to perform tasks.

Finally, employers

in Stem mes', et al. study stressed learning to learn skills .
Many of these skills could be introduced in the classroom, but
until they are applied in the actual work arena, they will be
irrelevant.
Attitude is virtually impossible to teach.

It is acquired

through experiences on the job, at school, and in the home .
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The preferred attitudes of employees include the ability to
overcome frustration and confusion, the willingness to
experiment and try new things, a positive attitude and
excitement about work, enthusiasm about science, selfdirection; confidence, the ability to remain calm in face of
adversity, and a professional attitude (Farrell, 1992) .
Educational systems have a great deal of work ahead to teach
all of these skills and attributes.
While a successful cooperative education program is a
definite plus, programs such as this are not without
challenges.

School districts must first overcome a lack of

awareness by communities, parents, and businesses, plus
possible negative perceptions of past programs' failures .
Most businesses are reticent to take on interns because they
cannot afford mistakes to be made on the job, so these
employers will structure the task environment for the intern
more clearly than a traditionally hired employee (Moore,
1984).
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Implementation
Challenges exist for the educators implementing the
program, too.

Teachers must decide when students are ready

for internships as well as determining how the internship
relates to the students' traditional plan.

The school may need

to adapt instruction to maximize the advantage of the
student's work experience placement (Hamilton & Hamilton,
1992).
Preparation by educators undoubtedly needs to occur
when creating a program implementing vocational exploration,
assessment, and training.

Once of the first steps is to

analyze job availability within the community (Inge et al.,
1993).

Next, goals and objectives should be identified prior to

student placement.

Special education students must be given

special consideration because the goals and objectives for the
job site must match the goals and objectives on the student's
IEP (IDEA, 1990).

Once the student is matched to the job site,
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activities must be planned to help the student attain the preidentified goals and objectives.

Then the student must be

monitored and records must be maintained.

After the student

is placed, support and time should be given for the student to
develop proficiency in the skills needed to successfully
perform the task (Inge et al., 1993).
Also, decisions must be made as to how many students
will be assigned to each work site (Inge et al., 1993).

This

may be determined by the community and the number of jobs
available.

Work advisors must define and develop professional

tracks and then decide upon what purpose or value the program
has (Stanton, 1984).

Teachers must then decide upon

evaluation procedures because it is unclear how to determine
exactly what the student has learned from the experience.
Moore (1984) did claim that the reflection component
appeared more frequently than was anticipated .
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Considerations

for

Implementation

The necessity to follow the guidelines of the Fair Labor
and Standards Act (FLSA) issued from the United States
Department of Labor (1992) provides further challenges
especially for educators working with handicapped young
people.

Students involved in non-paid employment must have

disabilities that keep them from acquiring paid employment
and must also require on-going support to maintain their job.
The issue of pay may not be insurmountable.

If students do

not earn minimum wage, a lesser wage could be paid if the
school and employer obtain a certificate from the U.S.
Department of Labor Wage and Hour Division.

Students must

be supervised by the schools and purposes for employm~nt
must be specified on the Individual Education Plan (IEP).

A

major obstacle is posed by the regulation that states that the
student's work must not benefit the business in any way or
the student must be paid (U.S. Department of Labor, 1992).
The U.S. Department of Labor is required to check to see
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that the student's employment adheres to the following
guidelines:

The job must not displace any current employees;

the student must be supervised; the student must meet IEP
goals and not business goals; timelines from the IEP must be
observed; and the student is not promised a job after the
experience.

The purpose of these guidelines is to ensure that

the disabled student is not exploited in the workplace,
however, in reality, even the most capable educator may
struggle to find a career placement meeting each guideline.
Eventually a cooperative vocational education agreement will
need to be created to include an arrangement between schools
and employers and the decided upon monetary compensation
for work that the employer benefits from (Halloran & Johnson,
1992).

Finally, provisions must be made so that the

employers (or school district) can remove the student from
the internship for safety or other reasons (Inge et al., 1993).
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Restructuring
In spite of the challenges of cooperative education
programs, schools must develop programs to meet the
educational needs of students and employment requests of
employers.

First, teachers must change their teaching

methods to meet the needs of individual students; including
the context of real life situations and problems:

teachers

must not necessarily change what is taught, but rather how it
is taught (Packer, 1992).

Essentially, Packer (1992)

recommends that the SCANS competencies are woven into all
course's curriculums.
In addition, roles of school employees will change
and/or positions will be added.

Four possible positions may

need to be added to cover various aspects of the program
(Hamilton & Hamilton, 1992).

A training director will be

needed to design and oversee work-based learning programs,
while an area coordinator will plan a sequence of experiences
within a department and evaluate the success of the students
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on the job.

Coaches will work day to day with the students,

and mentors (probably from the business) will give the
student advice on special work skills.

No matter how these

positions are staffed, training and support will need to be
given to maximize the effectiveness of the personnel.

Participation--Teachers,

Parents,

Industry,

Students

Another important component contributing to program
success lies with the participants.

While local business

workers and educational system employees will be most
directly involved, so will unions and community leaders
(Blankstein, 1992).

Stem mes et al., (1992) highlight "Parent

Power" as key to program success as well.

They recommend

parents give students responsibilities at home to encourage
self-reliance, industriousness, and work routine.

If given

chores at home, students will need to plan ahead so that work
is finished prior to recreation.

In addition, parents must keep

in constant contact with schools regarding classroom
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expectations and practices .
Industry and schools are realizing that teachers and
executives have to work together (Farrell, 1992).

One option

is to follow the lead of occupational high schools or focus
schools which prepare students for a broad occupational area.
Teachers emphasize the applications of academic instruction
and develop activities accordingly (Grubb et al., 1991),
integrating academics with an occupational area .
Clapsaddle and Thomas (1991) feel team teaching is a
viable option.

Interdisciplinary collaboration between

vocational and academic teachers is producing new and
different lesson formats (Moore, 1984), as well as creating
richer learning processes, higher educational aims, and
ultimately, a more individualized education for students (Beck
et al., 1991 ).

In these settings teachers must discuss how

each discipline's objectives relate to the other's curriculum
and then restructure to incorporate vocational courses into
the required academic course offerings (Douglas, 1992).

When
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vocational education teachers and academic teachers are
paired, programs are successful if careful planning is
implemented and administrative support is available
(Clapsaddle & Thomas, 1991 ).

Other factors contributing to

program success include how well team members' backgrounds
combine, as well as their levels of experience and expertise.
Students were positive about changes.

Curriculum changes

sparked interest and motivation for students to work in class
(Clapsaddle & Thomas, 1991 ).
The focus of school curricula should turn to technical
preparation, career academics, and SCANS competencies
(Kazis, 1993).

Regardless of how schools develop their

programs, they should act quickly because there is a
demonstrated desire among the involved participants-employers, students, parents, and educators--addressing the
school-to-work issue in the United States (Kazis, 1993).
Individual schools will have an easier time structuring their
own unique programs than trying to participate in

a national
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training system to rival Europe's or Asia's.

Blankstein (1992)

recommends building school to work programs based on
existing successful programs.

Evaluation
Evaluation strategies will evolve depending upon the
program curriculum.

Rather than issuing diplomas as a

measure of success, schools grant students certificates of
SCANS competency mastery.

Students should be guaranteed

education to attain a certificate of mastery in vocational
skills by the time they are sixteen years of age.

Exams will

measure performance on specific tasks; portfolios will show
the work the student has done; and evaluation will be provided
on projects students have done in groups or as individuals
(Packer, 1992).

Magaziner and Clinton (1992) recommend that

these Educational Performance Standards (such as on the
SCANS report)

be met by age sixteen, so then the student can

choose to enter the work force, receive a technical or
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professional certificate, or attend a post-secondary education
system.

Through this certificate, colleges will be able to

make placement decisions, and employers will have the ability
to make informed hiring decisions.

Students will be

motivated because there is a direct link between high school
and post-secondary education or employment.

The challenge

lies in creating a nationally consistent and reliable test so
that colleges and employers have a true gauge of the students'
aptitudes (Packer, 1992) .

Funding
Several factors not related to the school or industry
will affect a program's success.
the program.

A big hurdle will be to fund

Financing these programs may differ

significantly depending upon the school and community .
Programs may be sponsored soley by the school or they may be
helped by individual businesses (Stanton, 1984; Pataniczek &
Johansen, 1986).

For schools, costs of the program may
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include a district coordinator and teacher release time.
Industry will need to provide time for program preparation as
well as release time for employees to speak at schools
(United States General Accounting Office, 1991 ).

According to

Grubb et al. (1991 ), Carl Perkins money, which is earmarked
for vocational educational programs integrating academic and
vocational education, should be used

by schools first.

Ultimately, both the schools and the employers will
provide financial backing for the program (Hamilton &
Hamilton, 1992).

However, the U.S. Department of Education

(1993) will provide developmental grants, implementation
grants, and special grants to high poverty areas to financially
assist programs through the School to Work Opportunities Act,
but this money will be granted only if the Department of
Education's established components, goals, and waiver
requirements for the program are adhered to.

Byrne et al.

(1992) encourage a "national collaboration" including
government, business, school, and organized labor in which all
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parties work together to finance and formulate successful
school to work programs for young people.
Businesses may need to incur additional costs as they
are not currently training their employees (Magaziner &
Clinton, 1992).

Hamilton and Hamilton (1992) recommend that

employers pay training costs in exchange for present and
future productivity, while Magaziner and Clinton (1992)
recommend that a certain percentage of the payroll goes
towards the education and training of workers.

They further

recommend that employee training boards be set up at the
federal, state, and local level to oversee school to work
programs.

Summary
It is generally accepted that education needs more of a
team approach (Bishop, 1992).

Schools must plan to address

the school-to-work issue soon by better informing students
about the skills, knowledge, and habits they will need at the
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work site (O'Neil, 1992).

Likewise, employers need to

communicate needs to schools.
For this to occur, the focus of education needs to shift
from strictly academics to applied academics.

Currently,

students have the option of going to college or directly to
work, but society does not offer the technical professional
track to non-college bound students.

These two to four year

programs need to be developed to offer another option for
students.
However a transitional program is set up, the principles
guiding the program will be the same.

Schools need active

participation from employers to integrate work-based and
school-based learning.

Within the school setting, academic

and vocational programs must be combined.

Additionally,

students who are college bound must have linkages between
their secondary programs and post-secondary programs
available.

Close supervision by school counselors will assist

implementation of the above principles.

Plans, including work
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based learning activities, must be in place so that students
can see the relevance of what they are doing within school.
Finally, accepted competencies (possibly those identified on
the SCANS) must be taught to and learned by students prior to
their graduation to ensure their success in the work place
(Blankstein, 1992; Kazis, 1993).
Educators from all disciplines throughout history have
sought ways to better serve students.

Trends continually

change the information given to students as well as the
method it is presented.
education.

The most recent trend is cooperative

Through in class teaching, guest lectures, field

trips, and extra curricular experiences such as vocational
exploration, assessment, and training, it is hoped that
students gain vocational skills which will be useful to them
regardless of the academic area of the career.

CHAPTER Ill
PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY

Applied Science consists of a curriculum which has been
fused with a special education vocational planning curriculum.
Activities from the vocational planning course have been
assimilated into the academic objectives for high school
science.

The compilation of information will allow students

to explore a variety of scientific related careers, the basic
skills necessary to perform these skills, plus an opportunity
to experience these fields first hand.
Students will explore careers including, but not limited
to, pathology, non-invasive vascular technology,
environmental science, medical laboratory, aviation, and
chemical engineering.

Students will have the opportunity to

listen to guest speakers who will explain various aspects of
the highlighted career.

Guest speakers will inform the

students regarding work performed, education and training
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required, hours and earnings, social and psychological factors,
work environment, personality characteristics, and job
outlook.

Students will also visit job sites on field trips to

allow students to experience the actual environment--its
sights, sounds, and smells.

Actual class work will occur

during the first quarter of the first semester as students
learn the basic science skills needed to perform entry level
job tasks.

Students will learn basic science, chemistry,

physics, and biology related to the

needs expressed by the

employer.
Employer needs were collected based upon interviews.
Questions for the interview were derived from information
found in the review of literature and the SCANS report.
Specific science-related skills were discussed and employers
highlighted those especially necessary for successful job
performance.

Students will also learn basic vocational skills,

most of which are highlighted in the Secretary's Commission
on Achieving Necessary Skills (SCANS, 1991 ).
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Further information pertinent to the project was
generated from Bellingham High School colleagues and the
Cooperative Education Conference in Chelan, Washington which
was sponsored by the Washington Superintendant of Public
Instruction.

Goals and objectives from existing science and

work experience classes were encorporated into the goals and
objectives for Applied Science.
During the first week the students will be introduced to
the SCANS competencies and foundation skills (listed in
Chapter II), while later in the quarter, the students'
curriculum will focus more directly upon the needed skills;
the skills taught will be dependent upon the actual career
requirements.
During the second quarter of the first semester, the
students will choose a career to explore in greater depth.
Employers provide current periodicals for students to review
while classroom teachers can provide further study in
particular scientific areas.

At this point the students may
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choose to pursue a career not explored during the first nine
weeks; therefore, the student, together with the teacher, may
plan job shadowing experiences to learn more about a
particular field--scientific requirements, job outlook,
training plan, educational needs as well as other pertinent
information .
Also during the second nine weeks, complimentary
curriculums may need to be reviewed or recommended for
further study.

Various careers require math skills such as

geometry, algebra, and triginometry.

Without exception, all

jobs required certain amounts and styles of writing which the
student must learn to perform.

Thus, students will need to

have a working knowledge of these academics to be successful
on the job.
The second semester will be devoted to actual on-thejob training.

Students will earn work experience or science

credit while spending five hours per week at the job site .
While each position may take on a different look, each student
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will have the opportunity to spend a significant amount of
time in the work environment, performing actual work or
related tasks, or watching the work be performed.

Goals and

objectives will be outlined for each particular student
(following special education standards) and the student will
be monitored throughout the semester through evaluations.
During the last week of the semester, the students from
the original class will meet to "debrief."

Each student will

prepare a short presentation to the class to share significant
experiences.

After the actual work experience portion of the

class, it is the hope of Bellingham High School personnel that
the students will have a better idea as to whether the
selected career is one worth pursuing, or whether they need to
look to another career area.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF THE STUDY

The purpose of the project is to create an Applied
Science course for Bellingham High School.

The curriculum

for the course will include goals and student learning
objectives, a course syllabus, and course time line.

Also

included are information sheets providing business and
employer names and addresses.

These lists give pertinent

occupational information to which the students will be
exposed during the school year.

1

2

APPLIED SCIENCE COURSE DESCRIPTION

Applied Science is designed for the entire spectrum of
student abilities and vocational interests. Practical
application of science skills in the workplace will be the main
thrust of the class.
Students will be exposed to science related careers
including, but not limited to, the areas of aviation, health
care, veterniary, environmental studies, and industry.
The class will offer practical vocational experience in a
chosen field through job shadowing or possibly internship in
local science related businesses. Also included will be
general vocational skills such as interviewing, resume
writing, and other elements of job application.

COURSE OUTLINE

I.

Classroom component

A.

Career Orientation
1.
Interview skills
2.
Resume writing
3.
Letter of application and application
completion
4.
Letters of recommendation (accumulation)

B.

Occupation Exploration
1.
Survey of science related occupations
2.
Guest speakers
3.
Field trips
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II.

Field component
A.

Vocational experience and or training
1.
Employer contact and paperwork
2.
Schedule construction
3.
Job shadowing and/or internship

B.

Evaluation, trouble shooting and debriefing .

GRADING

Evaluation for grading will include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Written assignments
Quizzes
Tests
Seminar evaluation

5.

6.
7.
8.

Attendance
Behavior
Participation
Employer
evaluation
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STUDENT LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Goal:

The student will increase his knowledge of careers

in science-related fields.
Objective:

After listening to guest speakers and

attending field trips, the student will have knowledge
regarding six scientific careers including training & education
required, hours & earnings, personality characteristics, career
availability in Bellingham area, work environment, and other
special factors.
Objective:

After job shadowing for one day in a specific

science-related career, the student will become aware of the
work involved in the job.
Goal:

The student will learn basic competencies needed

to perform the work required for a job at entry level.
Objective:

After listening to guest speakers, attending

field trips, and job shadowing, the student will select one
career to research.
Objective:

After reading materials, listening to
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lectures, and gathering information regarding a specific
career, the student will learn basic vocabulary and skills
required to perform the tasks needed on the job.
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APPLIED SCIENCE COURSE TIMELINE
Semester I - Career Exploration
I.

II.

Ill.

Week One
A.

Introduce SCANS competencies

B.

List/Description
careers

of highlighted

scientific

Week Two-Ten
A.

Guest Speaker

B.

Field Trip to Site

C.

Teach basic scientific competencies for field

Week Eleven-Sixteen

A.

Student Select Career

B.

Provide Student with reading materials

C.

Provide Student with vocabulary

D.

Group Students by interest area/not ability

E.

Teach non-scientific skills (math, writing)
needed for job

F.

Job Shadow

G.

Focus on SCANS skills specifically important
for job
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IV. Week Seventeen
A.

Prepare for interview
1.
2.
3.

8.

Student/Employer interview
1.
2.
3.

C.
V.

Sample questions/answers
Fill out application
Complete resume

Go through formal interview process
Set up second semester schedule
(i.e. days/time)
Sign Waivers/Contracts

Student explore transportation options

Week Eighteen
A.

Groups present info to class on job

B.

Set up job sites

C.

Match students to employer based on
interest area

D.

Set Goals/Objectives

Semester II - Vocational Experience/Training
I.

Week One
A.

Final preparation for job site

B.

Complete Paperwork
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11.

Week Two-Seventeen

A.

Set up schedules

B.

Place student on job

1.
2.

3.
4.

Ill.

First week check
Evaluate every three weeks
a.
Science competency checklist
b.
Vocational skill checklist
Trouble shoot
Debrief at six weeks, twelve weeks,
and seventeen weeks

Week Eighteen

A.

Share experiences with class

B.

Final Evaluation
1.
Student (Appendix B)
2.
Employer (Appendix C)
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EMPLOYER INFORMATION SHEET

Company Name: Bellingham Animal Hospital
Supervisor: John Schuman D.V.M.
Type of Business: Animal Hospital
Address:
Phone: 734 0720

720 Virginia St
Bellingham, 98225

J..c..b..s.

Education reguired

entry pay

Kennel personnel
Receptionist
Tech. Trainee
Lab Technician
Licenced Technologist
Office Manager
Veteranarian

In High School
High School
2 yrs or exper.
2 yrs + 5 yrs exper.

$5-6

A.

B

$5-6
$7-8
26,000/yr

it..
3
3
3

1
4
7 yrs (Masters)
Vet to lay help ratio= 1 :3
Science Skills: Chemistry: Lab Techs. and assistants
1.
Biology: All jobs except receptionist
2.
Basic Lab Skills: Disection
3.
Basic Economics: Business sense

Foundation Skills
1.
Basic
a.
Read: update from technical manuals
b.
Write: very little
c.
Math: calculator skills
e.
Listening/Speaking: very important to
communicate with other techs.
2.
Personal Qualities
a.
Responsibility: very important
b.
Self-Esteem: very important
C.
Sociability:
very important
d.
Self-Management: not high on list
e.
Honesty/Integrity:
very important
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3.

C.

Thinking Skills
a.
Creativity: ingenuity very important
b.
Decision Making: extremely important
c.
Problem Solving
d.
Knowing how to learn:
Little in kennel jobs, more in tech jobs
e.
Reasoning: very important
f.
Seeing things in Minds Eye:
listening and following directions more important
Vocational Skills
1.
Resources
a.
Time
b.
Money: estimate fees
c.
Materials/Facilities
2.
Interpersonal skills
a.
Teamwork: No interoffice bickering
b.
Teach others
c.
Serves Customers/Clients: High stress at recepionist
d.
Leadership: Head tech and receptionist
e.
Negotiate
f.
Work with cultural diversity:
all female staff, absolutely no drug abuse
3.
Information
a.
Acquire & Evaluate: law severely restricts
b.
Organize/Maintain
c.
Interprets/Communicate
d.
Computer Skills: computer capability, esp. keyboarding
4.
Systems
a.
Understands Systems:
full set of job descriptions; vet selects tests
b.
Social/Organizational/Technological
c.
Monitors and Corrects Performance
d.
Improve or Design System:
Suggest improvements, will always try
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5.

Technology
a.
Select appropriate equipment,
b.
Apply technology to task
c.
Maintainance and Trouble shooting :
Problem solving, Manager element
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EMPLOYER INFORMATION SHEET

Company Name: N.W. Aviation
Supervisor: Jonathan Sedon
Type of Business : Flight instruction
Phone: 7333727

Address:

2052 Airport Way
Bellingham, 98226

~

Education required

entry pay

Flight Instructor
Comercial Pilot
Airline Transport
Airline Pilot

Priv Pilot Lie. + Cerificate $12
250 hrs + commercial Cert.
Multi. Eng + 1500 hrs
4 yr. degree

1t..
4

A.

Science related skills
1.
Mathmatics
a.
Geometry/Trigonometry
b.
Navigation, map and chart reading
c.
Graph reading and interpretation
2.
Physics
a.
Aerodynamics
b.
Aeronautical engineering
3.
Meteorology
4.
Chemistry: Agricultural spraying

8.

Foundation Skills
1.
Basic
a.
Read: charts and graphs
b.
Write
1)
Flight plans
2)
Memos
c. Listening/Speaking: radio communication
2.
Personal qualities
a.
Responsibility:
Important
b.
Honesty/Integrity:
Good moral character required for
Transport Pilot Certification
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3.

Thinking Skills
a)
Decision Making: Ability to "think by seat of pants"
b)
Problem Solving: Navigation
C. Vocational Skills
1.
Resources
a)
Time: Needed to log required hours
b)
Money: $25,000 investment for Pilot Instructor rating
c)
Materials Facilities: Instruction pays for flight
hours logged
2.
Interpersonal skills
a)
Ability to teach others: Instruction
b)
Ability to serve clients/customers (intense)
c)
Work w/ cultural diversity: speak/write English
3.
Information
a)
Acquire & Evaluate: Weather information
b)
Interpret/Communicate:
Control tower
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EMPLOYER INFORMATION SHEET

Company Name: Avocet
Type of Business: Environmental testing
Phone: 734-9033

Supervisor: Joanne Ernst
Address:
1500 N. State
Bellingham

J..c..b.s.

Education reguired

entry pay

Lab Maintenace
Lab Technician

High School Chemistry
Jr/Sr College, Chem Major

$6-8. 50/hr
$15,000

A.

Science related skills
1.
Fundamental understanding of science
a.
How organisms reproduce
b.
Heat transfer
c.
Problem solving
d.
Science terminology
2.
Chemistry
3.
Some physics
4.
Biology
5.
Statistics: very important
6.
Strong in algebra
a. ability to solve for unknowns
b. Thought process and logical answer
7.
Calculus

B.

Foundation Skills
1.
Basic
a.Read
1)

2)
b. Write:
1)
2)

3)
4)

Technical manual interpretation
Procedures and instructions
Office communication
Logging samples
Reports, memos, summaries
Explain a lab process
Scientifically directed
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c.

2.

C.

Listening/Speaking
1)
Communicating scientific information
2)
Use and understand medical terminology

Thinking Skills: Think for yourself
a.
Creativity: Objectivity more important
b.
Decision Making: Constant
c.
Problem Solving: Algebra
d.
Reasoning: Scientific method attitude

Vocational Skills
1.
Resources
a.
Time: Management blocks
b.
Money: Work on budget
c.
Materials/Facilities: Dept. of Ecology - E.P.A.
2.

Interpersonal skills
a.
Teamwork
1) Work alone, weekly meetings
2) Ability to cross train lab proceedures with colleagues
3) Self starter
b. Serves Customers/Clients: Secretary only

3.

Information: Constantly update
a. Interprets/Communicate: Science vocabulary important
b. Computer Skills: Basic skills mandatory

4.

Systems
a. Ability
1)
2)
3)

4)

to self monitor and correct performance
Process formulation
Process development
Ability to look at the whole picture vs. step by step
Comfortable with science terminology
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EMPLOYER INFORMATION SHEET

Company Name: Georgia Pacific Corp.
Type of Business: Pulp & Paper
Phone: 7334410
~

Supervisor: Dennis Moody
Address: 300 W. Laurel St.
Bellingham 98225

EduQatico [fU~Ui[ed
Chemist
4 yr. chem. + physics
Engineer Tech.
1 yr. science/math
Elect. Engineer
2 yrs
Mech/Civil Engineer
BS
Hourly workers
High School Diploma
It. emclc)led
It. eotr)l level
840
750
A.

8.

C.

eotr)l Qa)l
27 ,000
25 ,000

#

It

"
$14/hr .

Science related skills
1.
Statistics: Big trend
a. Basic understanding stessed
b. In house course offered to all workers
2.
Need for schools to educate to jobs available
(i.e. job market saturated with marine biologists)
Foundation Skills
1.
Basic: Write - no longer necessary to be at thesis level
2.
Thinking Skills: Deductive reasoning is important
Vocational Skills
1.
Resources: Lab supervisors handle material/facilities
2.
Interpersonal skills
a.
Teamwork: new stress here
b.
Teach others: present information as team member
c.
Self motivated
1)
Self-starter
2)
Individual initiative
d.
Leadership: in some positions

8
2
4
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3.

4.

Information
a.
Acquires & Evaluates: ability to separate important from
unimportant data
b.
Interprets/Communicate: ability to present information
Systems
a.
Understands systems
b.
Breaks down task into separate elements
and complete
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EMPLOYER INFORMATION SHEET

Company Name: Cascade Vascular Center Supervisor: Jeannie Higgins
Type of Business: Non-invasive Vase. Lab Address: 1300 Squalicum Pkwy.
Phone: 467-1886
Bellingham
~

Education regujred

entry pay

Vascular technician

2 yrs clinical exp + board exam

$9-$/h r1 O

# employed
2.5

# entry level
1.5

A.

Science related skills
1.
Biology
a. Vascular Anatomy
b. Vascular Physiology
2.
Physics
a. Sound Waves
b. Energy Waves

B.

Foundation Skills
1.
Basic
a.
Read
1)
Comprehend technical literature
2)
Read procedures
3)
Understand medical vocabulary
b.
Write
1)
Reports on charts
2)
Memos
c.
Listening/Speaking
1)
Ability to explain in detail
2)
Make patient feel co.m fortable
3)
Ability to go to Dr. w/ questions/concerns
2.
Personal Qualities
a.
Responsibility (work hours 8:30-5:00)
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b.

3.

C.

Sociability
i)
Work with co-workers (1-2 people)
ii)
Talk with patient
iii)
Self-Management
iv)
Honesty/Integrity

Thinking Skills
a.
Decision Making
1)
Know when to call Doctor
2)
Know when further tests appropriate
b.
Problem Solving
1)
Obsessive Compulsive persistence
a)
Know what you are looking for
b)
Know why
2)
Ability to approach diagnosis as "puzzle"

Vocational Skills
1.
Resources
a.
Time:
Ability to monitor time/materials/facilities
b.
Money: Not important
2.
Interpersonal skills
a.
Teamwork
1)
Collaborate with colleagues on unusual cases.
2)
Maintain professional contacts
b.
Ability to work alone
3.
Information
a.
Acquires/Evaluates
1)
Ability to perform test
2)
Ability to determine further test need
b.
Interpret/Communicate
1)
Ability to communicate information to Doctor
2)
Ability to work with clients
a)
Comfort
b)
Serve
2)
Unintimidated by Doctors
4.
Systems
a.
Monitors and Corrects Performance
1)
Ability to self monitor
2)
Ability to correct performance
5.
Technology
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Select appropriate equipment
Select appropriate procedure
Trouble shoot
Apply technology to task
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EMPLOYER INFORMATION SHEET

Company Name: Whatcom Pathology Lab
Type of Business: Pathology Lab
Phone: 734-0760

J..o..b..s.
Courier
Receptionist
Billing
Medical Techician
Med. Lab Technologist
Medical Transcription ist
Cytologist
Hysto log ist
Phlebotomist
Pathologist

Supervisor: Curt Saunders
Address:1300 N State St.
Bellingham, 98225

Edu"atico raguirad
Training + experience
Training + experience
Training + experience
BS + 1 yr hospital exp.
2 yr
Community College
2 yr
HS Strong Science
Training + experience
MD + Board Certif.

aotr~ ca~
$6/h r.
$7 /hr.
$7 /hr.
$12-$16/hr.
$10/hr.
$8-$12/hr.
$20-$25/hr.
$11-$12/hr.
$8-9$.50 hr.

!eta.I It. ~rnglc~~d
52
A.

Science related skills
1.
Biology
a.
Strong, especially microbiology
b.
Cytology (cytologist)
2.
Chemistry: Strong, especially technologist and hystologist
3.
Physics
4.
General Science: Science terminology

B.

Foundation Skills
1.
Basic
a.
Read : all, especially transcriptionist
b.
Math: Algebra and calculus

1t
2
1
10
2
1
1
1
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2.

C.

Thinking Skills
a.
Creativity: Very little judgment or initiative
b.
Decision Making: No diagnosis or treatment

Vocational Skills
1.
Resources: Time - ability to "batch" tests for
efficient use of time
2.

Interpersonal skills
a.
Teamwork: Works alone mainly except phlebotomy
team & couriers
b.
Serves Customers/Clients: ability to deal with public and
stress (reception and billing)

3.

Information: Interprets and communication of medical
terminology is important

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Background of the Study
The current political administration in the United States
established the Secretary's Commission for Achieving
Necessary Skills to research the general needs of today's
workforce.

When comparing the transitional services in

America to other developed countries throughout the world,
ours is severely lacking.
The Commission's recommendations focus on increasing
the relevance of education.

One option suggested for achieving

this goal was through cooperative education.

As a result, two

programs in the Bellingham School District, biology and
special education work experience program, have begun
working together to create an applied science curriculum .
This collaboration will ensure vocational experience for the
students without disabilities and upper division science
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education for the students with mild disabilities.

The

Bellingham School District has committed itself to the
planning of a comprehensive school-to-work program and this
collaboration directly speaks to that commitment.

Procedures Used
Local businesses involving science-related skills were
interviewed regarding their employee skill needs.

Questions

for the interview were derived from information found in the
review of literature, the SCANS report in particular.

Specific

science-related skills were discussed and employers
highlighted those needed for successful job performance.

Sources and treatment of information
Information was collected from local businesses and
input was generated from Bellingham School District
colleagues (staff and administration).

Involved teachers

attended the Cooperative Education Conference in Chelan,
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Washington, in March of 1994, sponsored

by the Washington

Superintendent of Public Instruction.
Existing program (science and special education
vocational) curricula including goals, objectives, teaching
methods, activities, resources, and personnel were blended to
create the course product.
Employer input was organized in terms of science
related skills, vocational skills, and general academic skills
in an outline format.

This outline was used to design the

curriculum and the syllabus for Applied Science.

Results
The results of the study include information gathered
from employers regarding employee skill needs.

These needs

were used to develop the Applied Science curriculum.
curriculum design includes five components:

The

a course outline,

timeline, goals and objectives, supplementary materials, and
lists of career

competencies (both from science, vocational,
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and other academic courses).

In addition, interviews of local

businesses resulted in commitments to guest speakers, job
shadow sites, and vocational experience placements upon the
program's implementation.
The major findings from the interview at Bellingham
Animal Hospital include the need for entry level employees' to
possess biology skills, basic lab skills and business sense.
They felt that their applicants must display especially the
foundation skills of reading, calculating, listening, and
speaking skills.

The veterinarian stressed responsibility, self-

esteem, sociability, honesty, and integrity as important
personal qualities.

The thinking skills mentioned included

creativity, decision-making, knowing how to learn, and
reasoning.

Dr. Schuman requested his employees have good

interpersonal skills especially in teamwork and customer
relations.

Drug use and abuse were not tolerated.

He felt that

computer literacy, especially keyboarding skills, were critical
to his successful

business' operation.
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The aviation employers interviewed emphasized physics,
meteorology, and mathematics knowledge as necessities for
their applicants.

Hopefuls in this career must have the ability

to read charts and graphs plus write flight plans and memos.
They must be able to communicate via radio communication
and have an superior ability to serve clients and customers
due to the heavy emphasis on teaching flight prior to an actual
piloting career.

It is also imperative that pilots speak English

fluently.
The interview at Avocet emphasized that environmental
lab technicians need a fundamental understanding of science,
chemistry, biology, and some physics.

Math skills including

statistics, algebra, and calculus are important skills.

Future

environmental lab technicians must have the ability to read
technical manuals, procedures, and instructions and write
interoffice communication.

Listening and speaking skills are

necessary for communicating scientific and medical
terminology.

These technicians need to be able to think for
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themselves, make decisions, and reason using scientific
methods.

Managing blocks of time and working on a budget are

two skills critical for success on the job.

Teamwork is not

important as most lab technicians work alone, but they must
possess the ability to cross-train with colleagues.

Basic

computer skills are mandatory in this line of work as is
knowledge of science vocabulary . Because technology is
constantly changing, it is critical that lab technicians
constantly update their professional information.

It is

important that they be able to self-monitor and correct
performance .
Many science related jobs exist at the Georgia Pacific
Corporation where many Bellingham residents are employed.
Depending upon the specific area , general science, physics,
chemistry, and math are needed.

Deductive reasoning and

fundamental problem solving are required thinking skills.
Monetary priority setting is needed as are interpersonal skills
such as team work, ability to teach others, and self-
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motivation.

Information skills include ability to separate

important from unimportant data and the ability to present
information.

Systems competence is important for chemical

engineers specifically the ability to break down tasks into
separate elements and complete the job.
The vascular technician suggests the importance of
anatomy, physiology, and physics.

Reading skills include

comprehension of literature, procedural data, and working
knowledge of medical vocabulary.

Charts and memos require

writing skills while work with patients requires speaking and
listening skills to explain procedures in detail.

They also

must have the ability to communicate efficiently with doctors
and be able to work with several co-workers.

Vascular

technicians must have the ability to make decisions about
when to communicate with the doctor versus when to perform
further tests .

Of primary importance is the employee's need

for an obsessive- compulsive persistence in approaching
diagnosis as a puzzle to be solved.

Technicians must maintain
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professional contacts in order to collaborate with colleague in
unusual cases.

Because many technicians work alone the

ability to self-

monitor and adjust their performance

accordingly is important.
Biology, chemistry, physics, algebra, and calculus are
important academic skills for pathologists and technicians.
All jobs require reading skills including knowledge of
scientific terminology.

Likewise, the employees need the

ability to communicate and interpret medical terminology .
The ability to "batch" tests in order to be time efficient is
critical.

Teamwork is only required of phlebotomists and

couriers .

Recommendations
Cooperative education programs, regardless of academic
disciplines, must be implemented within our school systems .
Applied Science should be implemented at Bellingham High
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School as an upper division, and possibly as a lab science
course, during the fall of 1994.

The collaborative expertise of

a science teacher and a special education advisor will benefit
all students as they will receive instruction both in science
and in vocational skills.
The special education knowledge is necessary because
students in the course will be enrolled based upon interest in
science, not upon their academic functioning.

The careers

studied require a full gamut of academic skills, and students
of all abilities will have the opportunity to

experience

success in the course.
Evaluation of the course's success will be based upon
surveys filled out by both the student and the employer (See
Appendices B and C). These evaluations will be used to make
necessary changes for future Applied Science classes .
Success in cooperative education programs which
provide students with career exploration and experience will
enhance the students' ability to apply academic learning to the
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work place and enable them to more likely achieve meaningful,
lifelong employment.

Conclusions
1)

Emphasis on school-to-work curriculums fit with the

federal, state, and local trends (SCANS, 1993; SCANS, 1992;
SCANS, 1991 ).

2)

Without exception, the interviews with employers

revealed their strong

willingness to collaborate with the

school in the development of a cooperative education
curriculum.
A. Businesses provided printed materials and
offered their time for speaking to students (both
at school and on the job site).
B. Businesses offered use of facilities for field
trips and job placements, and encouragement for
the interviewers' efforts.
C. Each employer requested to be updated on the
progress of the project.
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APPENDIX A
EMPLOYER INFORMATION SHEET

Company Name
Supervisor name
Type of business

Phone - - -

Address
Amount of education required for entry level position _ __
Training Program (on the job, classes, monitoring ) _ _ __
Entry level position pay _ _ __
Number of people employed _ __

Number entry level __

SCIENCE SKILLS

General Science
Biology
Lab skills
Additional

skills

Chemistry _ _ _ __
Physics

VOCATIONAL SKILLS

Punctuality
Spatial relationship
Hand/eye/foot coord .
Mechanical ability

Trustworthiness - - - Phys. strength
Sociability

BASIC ACADEMIC SKILLS

Reading:
Writing:

Directions ______ _
Memos
Reports
Charts
Question:
Ask
Computer skills:
Typing
Gathering/evaluating info.
____ _

Schedules
Messages
Notes
Essays
Answer
Data Entry

PERSONAL QUALITIES

Responsibility
Sociability
Honesty/Integrity

Self-Esteem
Self-Management

THINKING SKILLS

Creativity
__________
Problem Solving ______ _
Reasoning
_______

Decision-Making
Learning Know How _ __
Visualization

ABILITY TO USE RESOURCES

Time ______ _
Money

Human Resources
Materials/Facilities

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

Teamwork
Leadership ________ _
Serve Clients/Customers
Work with Cultural Diversity

Teach others
Negotiate

INFORMATION

Acquire/Evaluate
_ _ _ _ Organize/Maintain
Interpret/Communicate
Computer Skills

SYSTEMS

Understands systems
( Social/Organizational/Technological)
Monitors and corrects performance
Improve or design system

TECHNOLOGY
Select (Choosing tools, equipment, procedures)
Apply technology to task
Maintain technology
Trouble shoot
Additional

skills

APPENDIX B
STUDENT EVALUATION

Student Name
Supervisor name
Name of Business
SCIENCE SKILLS

Place an "X" next to the area you studied during the first semeser and those you
used on the job during the second semester.
Studied

Used

General Science
Chemistry
Biology
Physics
Lab skills
Additional skills

Use a check mark to indicate which of the following skills were
most critical to your success on the job.

VOCATIONAL SKILLS

Punctuality
Spatial relationship
Hand/eye/foot coord .
Mechanical ability

Trustworthiness
Phys. strength
Sociability

BASIC ACADEMIC SKILLS
Schedules
Messages
Notes
Essays
Answer

Reading:
Writing:

Directions
Memos
Reports
Charts
Question:
Ask
Computer skills:
Typing
Gathering/evaluating info.

Data Entry

PERSONAL QUALITIES
Responsibility
Sociobility
Honesty/Integrity

Self-Esteem
Self-Management

THINKING SKILLS
Decision-Making
Learning Know How
Visualization

Creativity
Problem Solving
Reasoning

ABILITY TO USE RESOURCES
Time
Money

Human Resources
Materials/Facilities

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
Teamwork
Leadership
________
Serve Clients/Customers
Work with Cultural Diversity

Teach others
Negotiate

INFORMATION
Acquire/Evaluate
______
Interpret/Communicate

Organize/Maintain
Computer Skills

